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What is a protein?

Proteins are macromolecules important for structure, function, and regulation



What are the functions of your proteins?

Proteins play a variety of critical roles in the body



What is proteomics?

Large-scale study of proteomes
Proteome: set of proteins in cell, tissue, or organism at a given time 



Why is studying proteomics important?

Proteomics grants us significant information for many biological problems



What can we learn from proteomics?
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What are protein-protein interactions (PPIs), and 
why do they matter?

PPIs help infer protein function and understand cell physiology in normal/disease states



How can we identify protein interaction networks?

Databases such as String, IntAct, and BioGrid provide information on PINs



What is yeast-two hybrid (Y2H) screening?

Detects physical interaction of proteins based on transcription of reporter gene



What can we accomplish with Y2H?

In-vivo technique that can be automated for high-throughput studies of 
protein interactions on a genome-wide scale



What is Mass Spectrometry (MS)?

Measure mass-to-charge ratio of ions to identify/quantify molecules in 
simple and complex mixtures



How do we interpret MS data?

Relative abundance of fragmentation patterns based on mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio



How can we use TAP-MS to study PPIs?

Isolate protein complexes from cell lysates via tandem affinity purification  
(TAP) and identify components via mass spec (MS)



How do Y2H and TAP-MS differ?

VS



What are is a common challenge with these 
techniques?

Both Y2H & MS are prone to false positives/negatives



What is co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP)?

Use of antigen/antibody interactions to indirectly capture proteins interacting with target



What can we learn from Co-IP?

Can identify physiologically relevant protein-protein interactions



What are some limitations of Co-IP?

Co-IP requires an appropriate antibody and deals with a limited number of proteins



What technique would you use for your aims?
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What model organisms are good for studying PPIs?



What is Huntington’s Disease (HD)?

HD is a neurodegenerative disease that heavily damages the basal ganglia



How is HD acquired?

HD is a heritable disease caused by an expanded polyglutamine (PolyQ) tract



What are the symptoms of HD?

HD affects mood, movement, and cognition with varying severity



What are the symptoms of HD?



Summary

Protein-protein interactions help identify how 
proteins work together & overall protein function

Identifying PPIs can help us understand the 
pathogenesis of diseases such as Huntington’s 

Proteomics is the large-scale study of proteins



Huntingtin Interacting Proteins are Genetic 
Modifiers of Neurodegeneration 

Kaltenbach et al., 2007, PLoS Genetics



What is Huntingtin protein?

Protein consisting of glutamine repeats involved in brain function



How are mutant Htt protein toxic?

Mutant Htt interacts with other proteins to interfere cellular functions 



How did the authors search for Htt-interacting 
proteins? 

Pull down/Mass spectrometry was used to identify 145 mouse and human Htt
interacting proteins 



How did the authors search for Htt-interacting 
proteins? 

Yeast 2 Hybrid (Y2H) screens were used to identify 104 Htt interacting proteins 



What were the results of the protein interaction 
screen? 

There was little overlap in interacting proteins between both datasets



Y2H proteins vs Pulldown/MS proteins



How did they validate the isolated proteins?

Using a drosophila poly-Q toxicity model causing a neurodegenerative 
phenotype

336aa

HD gene



How did interacting proteins affect 
neurodegeneration?

Tested 60 orthologs

27 high confidence modifiers found in over 
expression or loss of function strains

18 were enhancers 
18 were suppressors

Genes either suppressed or enhanced neurodegeneration 

213 out of 234 genes found had Drosophila 
orthologs



SNARE-mediated vesicle fusion proteins



How do SNARE proteins mediate retinal 
degeneration?

Partial loss of function of STX1A suppresses neurodegeneration

Expanded Htt

Expanded Htt +
STX1A loss of function



How does partial loss of function of SNARE 
protein affect lifespan and behaviour?

Partial loss of function of STX1A improves motor dysfunction and lifespan



How does Co-Immunoprecipitation validate 
results? 

There was a 60% validation rate for 
proteins tested

Y2H

MS



How does the Htt interaction network look like?

Intermediate proteins form bridging interactions with proteins found in this 
study to form a network 



Summary

Y2H and pulldown/MS methods are 
complimentary 

Htt interacting proteins are modifiers of 
neurodegeneration 

Screens in mammalian genes can be validated in 
Drosophila



What are the next steps for generating therapeutics?

GW50474 targets RAS 
pathway

Pitozifen targets ERK 
pathway
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